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High Dynamic Range (HDR), also known as High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI), is
becoming the norm in visual imagery.
Everything from hardware devices, such as 8K displays and projectors, to streaming service
providers, such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Video, and mass media corporations, such as
21st Century Fox and Warner Bros., are touting their ability to support HDR image content.
“Warner Bros. has always strived to provide the best next-gen home entertainment
experience to consumers,” President of the Americas and Global Strategy Jim Wuthrich said
in a 2018 interview with Forbes magazine. “With [HDR] WB can continue to more accurately
bring the filmmakers’ vision of our 2018 releases and our vast catalog of over seventy-five 4K
HDR titles to the home across a broad range of [HDR]-capable TVs.”
For now, HDR standards are mostly found within LCD displays. However, as LED technology
improves in terms of both resolution and efficiency, HDR is increasingly becoming a hot topic
in LED circles as well.
But what is HDR, and how will it affect the LED display market?
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Comparing the standards
According to techterms.com, HDR is a technology that improves the range of color and
contrast in a digital image. When producing HDR video content, each scene is recorded with
different exposures at the same time, with each then blended together to create a single
recording. This typically results in a brighter video. In order to display HDR video correctly,
the output device (such as a TV or computer monitor) must support HDR as well.
Before the emergence of HDR, SDR (Standard Dynamic Range) was the most popular
standard found in TVs, movies and other content delivery hardware and software. However,
the peak brightness for SDR is limited to 100 nits with a contrast ratio of 1,000:1. Given its
limitations, when transmitting signals at both peak brightness and low brightness, some
image details are lost when carried by an SDR video source.
Here are three major differences between HDR and SDR.

1. Increase in video source input (from 8-bit to 10-bit color depth)
The grayscale data for the colors red, green, and blue is 8-bit for SDR and 10-bit for
HDR10. This increase means the number of colors shown is greater in HDR (with about 1
billion colors available) than in SDR (with only 16.7 million colors available). The greater the
number of colors able to be shown, the smoother the gradient change from one color to
another will appear.
2. Increase in the display’s grayscale output (PWM resolution) (from 14-bit to 16-bit)
The increase from 8-bit to 10-bit color depth of the video source input allows a much
smoother transition in colors in scenes such as sunsets and sunrises. However, this increase
in video source input should be accompanied by a proportional increase in the display’s
grayscale output (PWM resolution).
3. Differing visual experience
In terms of image details at low brightness or at different contrast levels, the quality
of images seen with an HDR video source greatly surpasses that seen using an SDR
video source. In general, the overall quality of an HDR image is much clearer and
three-dimensional than an SDR image, which appears hazy and two-dimensional.
With HDR, viewers get to enjoy images that have richer colors, more depths, and
better quality in general.

The impact on displays
Content producers are increasingly pushing for HDR standards in video sources to create a
closer representation of their surroundings on the screen. A key part of the equation, though,
is the need for display equipment to support HDR signals in order to display content that
meet HDR requirements. Without this, even if the video sources meet HDR requirements,
what appears on the screen will still be standard.
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And as LED displays enter markets that were once LCD-only, LED is under pressure to
achieve HDR in order to outshine LCD displays. What qualities, then, should an LED display
that supports HDR have?
To answer this question, Taiwan-based Macroblock, a provider of LED driver integrated
circuits (IC) and other products for digital signage displays, developed the concept of HDROptimized to define what the key factors are for an LED display.
Macroblock defines an LED display that is HDR-Optimized as having the following qualities:

•

Higher contrast ratio - However, when seeking high contrast ratio, several problems
may arise in images with low grayscale. These problems include stripe lines, nonuniformity at low grayscale, and dim lines at first scan lines, all of which are mostly
caused by a driver IC’s performance.

•

More details at low grayscale - Having a display with a high contrast ratio is not
enough to be considered as a good quality display. The change in brightness from
the darkest point to the brightest point has to be a gradual process, allowing human
eyes to see a smooth and continuous change in color. Looking at the curves for the
grayscale output and the PQ curve in the figure below, we can see that the closer the
LED display grayscale output curve is to the PQ curve, the more similar the visual
effect is to how we perceive our surroundings in real life. In other words, the more
continuous the grayscale gradation is. For instance, the 12-bit grayscale output curve
is farthest from the PQ curve, so its tone will tend to rise faster, and cannot display
details in low-intermediate grayscales. In contrast, the 16-bit grayscale output curve is
the closest to the PQ curve. Being the highest PWM resolution an LED display driver
IC can reach in the market currently, it becomes an important feature highlighted by
display and IC makers.

The relationship between grayscale output (bit) and PQ curve
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•

Higher color depth in the same color space - Apart from having higher contrast ratio
and more details at low grayscale, a good display is also characterized by its ability
to have higher color depth in the same color space. Colors on an LED display are
mixed using red, green and blue. Each color has gradation performance requirements,
also known as color depth. At low-luminance levels, the change in color becomes
discontinuous. Having a higher color depth resolves this problem.

At a normal color depth performance, color change appears discontinuous from dark to light (upper right);
with an HDR-Optimized color depth performance, color change is continuous (lower right)

And with this new demand on display performance, the importance of the LED driver
integrated circuits (IC) becomes greater than ever. To achieve the requirements of HDR,
an LED driver IC must be able to support these features.
An LED driver IC is a device that regulates the power to the LEDs in a digital display,
providing a constant supply of power as the electrical properties of those LEDs
change with changing temperature. An improper or low-quality driver can deliver poor
image quality and even affect the reliability of those displays and how much power
they consume.
Macroblock’s Hawkeye series driver ICs, for example, support HDR-Optimized while
meeting the key display indicators: higher contrast, more details at low grayscale, and
higher color depth in the same color space. The company’s MBI5359 and MBI5850 driver
ICs allow LED displays with 1/32 scan to reach 16-bit PWM (grayscale output), 4KHz
refresh rate and contrast up to 25000:1.
The MBI5359 driver IC is suited for LED display panels of 1.5mm and finer pixel pitch,
providing outstanding performance for indoor applications with higher viewing standards
such as broadcast studios, conference rooms, cinema screens and control rooms. The
MBI5850 driver IC also possesses HDR Optimized functions for a wide array of pixel
pitches, such as displays for rental uses and fixed display installments. Both products also
enable LED displays to replace more indoor LCDs and projection display solutions.
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The future of LED
Images and video displayed under the HDR standard incorporate high contrast (showing
visible details at low brightness and at peak brightness) and high color depth (allowing
images to appear richer in color) in the same color space. These specifications are
destined to be the future in display standards.
The benefits of HDR in LED displays are clear: viewers get to enjoy images that have
richer colors, more depths, and overall better quality.
When considering HDR in LED displays, LED driver ICs are critical components that will
determine the performance of the display. Macroblock’s driver IC products are milestones
in the evolution of LED displays to become HDR-Optimized, so that what is displayed on
the screen will be an even better representation of the physical world.

The HDR standards
Here are the three most well-known types of standards and the respective organizations
and/or corporations that propose them:
• VESA (Video Electronics Standards Association) proposes DisplayHDR400/600/1000.
• Samsung and Amazon Prime Video propose HDR10/HDR 10+ for TVs and tablets.
• Dolby targets video source in general and proposes Dolby Vision.

Comparison between different HDR standards

About the sponsor:
Macroblock is a leading supplier of LED Driver ICs and LED Video Display Driver ICs. The company provides LED
driver ICs for all commercial LED display applications including indoor, outdoor LED display and message signs. With
its commitment to energy savings and meeting different LED display requirements, Macroblock developed innovative
products to accelerate designs and applications with excellent display qualities and perfect system reliabilities. The
company holds more than 60 LED-related patents.
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